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During November MV Kelly Ltd will be introducing a new mandatory procedure to help identify those who are qualified to operate plant. For ease of identification, plant 

operators will be issued with either an arm band or Hi-Viz with waterproof pocket for plant training cards to be displayed. The arm bands have been trialled on a number 

of sites over an 8 week period with positive feedback from Contract Managers, Foreman and those wearing them, thanks to all concerned. Whichever type you are issued 

with they must be worn externally to ensure clear visibility of the cards at all times.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The idea behind this new procedure is to avoid any unauthorised, untrained persons operating plant. We understand that some gangs have been together for a long time 

and the Foreman is well aware of who their plant operators are but this is not the case company wide. The wearing of the arm band/Hi-viz will help the Foreman identify 

his plant operators when putting them to work and also help with new personnel joining their gang.  

The introduction of this will also help our clients identify plant operators and show that MV Kelly Ltd are putting the correctly trained individual to work. 

Random checks in December by visiting Safety Advisors and Senior Management will be undertaken for this new procedure, please remember this is a mandatory 

requirement.  

Please arrange your order in November by contacting your safety advisor or the buying department giving numbers of arm bands/Hi-viz required.  

Note: anyone found operating plant without the correct training qualification (CPCS/NPORS card) will be disciplined in line with Company procedures. Qualified persons 

operating plant without their card on display will be stopped from working and asked to provide operator evidence.  

Your help with this is appreciated. 

 

We understand that plant operators may be reluctant to carry cards due the risk of losing them, however trials have shown that the arm band keeps the card secure 

and dry.  If you are waiting for a new card, you are permitted to evidence your qualification through the CITB Online Card Checker which can be printed, folded and 

placed in the armband instead.  If you have not applied for a card, require a replacement or renewal, please contact the SHE Administration Dept on 0121 708 5000 or 

alternatively email your request and details to MVKH&S@mvkelly.co.uk.  The team will make the arrangements for ordering your new card (varying costs apply depending 

on card scheme). 
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